DAY 5

Teamwork Towers
 Toy hoops, 1 per team
 Supplies to build with, such as blocks, cups, pool
noodles, LEGO®, DUPLO®, cones, boxes, small
chairs, etc., 1 set of supplies per team
 Tape measure to measure towers
 Cones, tape, or rope to mark boundary lines

Pre-prep
Set out one toy hoop per team around a large coned-off
supply area with all the building supplies within it.

Teaching Tie-In
We’ve been talking about our bodies this week, and
today we’re learning about a body called the body
of Christ. Everyone who is a child of God is part
of the body of Christ! God uses each believer’s life
to accomplish amazing things for him. We all are
needed, and we all have to work together. Just like
sports teams need teamwork, God’s team needs
teamwork, too!
In our game today, each team member is needed,
and everyone on the team needs to work together.
Let’s hear how to play Teamwork Towers.
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Class Time Directions
1. Divide into teams. Each team will gather at their toy
hoop and wait for the “Go!” signal.
2. On “Go!” all players run to the supply area. Each
member picks one item to return to their toy hoop.
3. The team begins building their tower. At any point,
they may send one player to retrieve another piece,
one child at a time. How they build the tower is up
to their own creativity.

4. The object is to build the tallest tower without letting it fall before it is measured or time is called.

Tip Corner
• If you don’t have enough room to safely space out
and send all players to get their first supply (as class
direction #2 mentions), have them take turns to get
their supplies.
• It’s fun to watch each team’s creativity!
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